
 

 

Oracle Validated Integration 

provides customers with 

confidence that a partner's 

integration with an on-

premise Oracle application is 

functionally sound and 

performs as designed. This 

can help customers reduce 

deployment risk, lower total 

cost of ownership, and 

improve the user experience 

related to the partner's 

integrated offering. 
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Citcon 

Citcon Integration with Oracle Retail Xstore 
Point of Service 17 
 

Citcon enables customers to make contactless QR-based payments 

with mobile wallets such as PayPal, Venmo, Alipay, WeChat Pay, and 

more in your stores within your existing POS system. This simple 

integration with Oracle Retail Xstore Point of Service (POS) enables 

any QR-based, in-store mobile payment with only one reconciliation. 

COMPANY OVERVIEW 

Founded in 2015, Citcon is a leading payment technology company, building a payment 

infrastructure that enables global merchants to accept payments from billions of mobile 

wallet consumers through web, mobile and in-store channels around the world. Compared to 

other payment options, mobile wallet payments provide a user-friendly, secure, and safe 

contactless shopping and payment experience for both consumers and merchants. Citcon’s 

secure, scalable, and open system allows businesses to quickly and easily accept domestic 

and international mobile wallets using a single API suite and an integrated processing and 

fund settlement platform. Millions of mobile wallet consumers are now able to shop and pay 

at tens of thousands of merchants—online, mobile, and in-store. 

INTEGRATION OVERVIEW 

The integration between Citcon and Oracle Retail Xstore POS enables merchants to accept QR 

payments efficiently. Unlike card-based payments, QR payments require a scanner to read a 

QR code on a user’s mobile phone to complete a sale. QR payments are outside of PCI scope, 

and they do not involve the capture and transmission of PII data. 

INTEGRATION DETAILS 

The integration between Citcon and Oracle Retail Xstore POS enables QR, contactless 

payments for Oracle Retail Xstore customers. It supports QR payments and refunds without a 

QR code. Alipay and WeChat Pay are immediately available. Other wallets will become 

available soon. 

Payment processing begins within Oracle Retail Xstore POS and continues via a Citcon 

integration to Oracle Retail EFTlink. Citcon will route the transaction to the respective wallet 

payment network. The middleware connection developed by Citcon enables core Citcon 

payment functionality including POS pay, POS inquire, POS cancel (a time-out–based 

transaction for canceling and voiding), and POS refund. 

Once sales staff finalize the transaction amount, sales associates select “E-wallet” and select 

the customer’s preferred payment method such as Alipay or WeChat Pay. The store associate 

scans the QR code on a consumer’s mobile phone, triggering Citcon payment functionality.  
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Additional integration details include:  

 Citcon POS token is the unique identifier for each POS terminal and serves as the 

credential for payments. This is managed by Citcon’s customer support and 

operations team.  

 To obtain a Citcon UAT token, please send a request to Citcon through email. 

 A 2-D barcode scanner is required to accept QR payments.  

 The integration contains a timeout feature (sales cancellation) that avoids dispute 

cases caused by timeout or unknown payment status. 

 

TECHNICAL DETAILS  

Partner Environment Oracle Environment  

 Citcon In-Store Payments 1.0  Oracle Retail Xstore Point of Service 20 

 Oracle Retail EFTLink 19 with Oracle Payment Interface 

(OPI) Retail Core 
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SUPPORT 
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Email: support@citcon-inc.com 
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